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In this thesis,
Erskine

Cal~well,

I examine the novels of

and William

~aulkner

and,

their exploration of poisoned childhood.

Ji~

Thompson,

in turn, depict

This theme is

prevalent in many of these authors' works, and I not only
illustrate what horrors children are put through in their
novels, but I also show that uncaring and unthinking adults
are the root cause.

The ruining of a child's life is a

rippling problem; often times, adulthood is ruined because
of a person's childhood.
I explore the devastation that irresponsible adults can
have on their impressionable children.

Through either

neglect or selfish values, they ruin the development of
their children.

These children both learn from their

parents and have terrible lives as a result of their
parent's selfishness.
I also look at the exploitation of adolescent girls by
lustful adults.

Concentrating on young females, I show that

both men and women will exploit the sexuality of young
girls.

This exploitation ruins both the female girl's

conception of her role as a female and her ability to
function in society.

I show that a female's ability to grow

as a unique individual is destroyed by these predetermined
views.
Alienation is a major component of this thesis because
it is such a common theme in manv children's lives.

Often

times, children cannot adjust to the isolation they receive,
leading to individual breakdown.

This isolation come from

al2 angles, including parents and public officials.

Also,

by using both The Criminal by Thompson and As I Lay Dying by
Faulkner,

I show that these authors use multiple narrative

techniques to illustrate the isolation of a person.

These

writers show that a person can be alienated so much that
their mental stability falls apart.
Physical abuse of a child is the most devastating of
all the components of ruined childhood.

Whether it is

through physical violence or sexual abuse, the abuse of
children determines the life they lead.

From having

self-consuming feelings of fear to becoming cold murderers,
these children have had their life altered and destroyed by
abusers.

These adults poison children's lives not only

initially but they also can devastatingly shape a child's
adult life.
By looking at both the devastation of childhood and the
continued destruction into adulthood, I explore the major
components of ruined childhood in these writers' novels.
looking at the themes of parental irresponsibility and its
effects on a child, the exploitation of adolescent girls,
alienation, and abuse, I will use these three writers to
uncover the reality that many children must face.

By
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Threads of Poison

S~1e

laughed, gave the

~hing

on

+-he::,
'- i l .........

floor an almost jeering glance.
"Well, kid, it's only one throat, huh?"

And then she went out of the room and
the hotel, and out into the City of Angels.
(Thompson, The Grifters 189)

The sophisticated stylist, the primitive realist, and
the pulp crime novelist: William Faulkner, Erskine Caldwell,
and Jim Thompson-- three writers in three different
stylistic categories, yet they all raise serious issues
about the poisoning of children's lives by uncaring and
unthinking adults.

For these writers, the ruins of

childhood must be explored in order to uncover "why" so many
children have a poor childhood, and in the case of Thompson,
why they grow into such horrible adults.

All three writers

illustrate the human crimes imposed on children, showing
that children may be vulnerable to manipulation, but these
children ultimately pay a hard price: their innocence is
destroyed as their lives are broken down by cruel adults.
As Stephen B. Oates states, Faulkner "captured the
great and eternal truths of the human experience" (xiv).
Faulkner is not overlooked in his portrayal of children.

At

times, he delves deep into a person's consciousness to
reveal how a person is affected by the actions of uncaring
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and unthinking adults as he or she grows from a child into
an adult.

His concentration on the lives of children is

evident, and he often uses various styles of writing to get
even closer to these children, not only uncovering the
reasons for their devastated lives but also delving into
their heads to reveal a deeper sense of how uncaring adults
affect their lives.
While Faulkner is well-recognized for his strong
writing and literary talents, Caldwell has been stigmatized
as a populist realist.

He is a writer of populist realism,

but his focus on the plight of people, and in particular,
children, reveals a serious writer, writing with serious
concerns for the lives of children.

His style differs from

Faulkner's; it has been called "primitiven by Stanley W.
Lindberg, who defines Caldwell's style as "short sentences
with few 'big' words, lucid, and shockingly direct" (10).
Caldwell illustrates the ruined lives of children with
direct writing, making the hell that these children live in
quite clear.
dilemmas.

Like Faulkner, he often focuses on childhood

Though a writer of populist realism, his focus on

the plight of people, and in particular, children, reveals a
serious writer, writing with serious concerns for the lives
of children.

Caldwell and Faulkner both look at the lives

of children in their novels, and though they are two
different types of writers, the importance they place on
revealing the devastated lives of children is the same.
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Probably the biggest oddball of this trio is Thompson,
whose works are almost exclusively pulp fiction novels.

He

has gained a reputation as a prolific crime novelist, but
his focus on the poisoned lives of children is compelling.
Most of his characters, if not all, have a terrible
childhood, and he uses their childhood as a foundational
explanation of why his adult characters are such monsters.
In such novels as The Killer Inside Me and The Grifters, he
moves from his characters' childhood to their adult lives
and back again, depicting the connections between a ruined
childhood and adulthood.

Though his novels are often

considered "best-selling potboilers," he
offers a rare instance of popular art that is
also personal and deeply subversive.

His

fiction is fueled by a lurid intelligence that
bulldozes distinctions between sensational
and serious culture.

(Poli to 4)

He writes of very serious issues, including the portrayal of
the horrors in a person's childhood and the effects these
horrors have on the person as an adult.
In this thesis, I will examine the writings of
Faulkner, Caldwell, and Thompson, tracing their focus on the
plight of children.

I am compelled by the fact that three

writers with three different audiences have so much in
common in their writing on children (Faulkner in the
literary "canon," Caldwell as a mainstream writer, and
Thompson with his success in the genre of pulp crime
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novels).

By placing these writers together, I want to make

clear that they place a great deal of interest in the ruined
lives of children, regardless of their reputation and
writing style.

The poisoning of children's lives by

uncaring and unthinking adults is a thread that runs
throughout American writing of the twentieth century, and I
will use these three writers to uncover the reality that
many children must face.
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1. Instilled Values: Patterns of Parental Irresponsibility

He had no liking for Lily, but
admire her.

~e

came to

She'd never given him anything

but a hard time, which was about the extent
of her generosity to anyone.
all right.
herself.

But she'd done

She knew how to take care of

(Thompson, The Grifters 11)

Irresponsible parents ruin the lives of their trusting
children.

From the teachings of poor values, such as greed

and adultery, to their overbearing manipulation of their
children's lives, they demolish the child's growth and
development.

Sometimes children become greedy and commit

adultery when they grow into adults.

At times, however,

these children who trust in their parents to raise them
properly become alienated and will even commit suicide.
Caldwell and Thompson illustrate the devastation of a
child's life because of irresponsible parenting; whether the
effects obliterate the well-being of a child or mold the
child into an irresponsible and selfish person, these
writers identify the causes of children's hardships and
dysfunctional conceptions of right and wrong.
In the book GeorQia Boy, Caldwell describes not only
the son's deep love for his father but also the influence
his father's lying and adultery have on him.

Caldwell sets

up the book with individual short stories told in first
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person by the son, William, who relates his father's
escapades.

He witnesses his father's constant thievery and

disregard for his mother's feelings, not knowing that his
father is wrong in what he does.

Therefore he believes his

father's behavior is acceptable.

As Dan B. Miller states,

"'Pa' Stroup is . . . capable of horrific acts that are
carried out with good natured obliviousness to their
consequences" (303).

William's father constantly chases

what he desires, failing to realize the negative impression
he makes on William.

As a child, William is heavily

influenced by his father's actions.
As William witnesses his father's desire for money and
willingness to steal to get it, Caldwell reveals the
corruption of a son by his father.

Early in the book,

William does not immediately express his acceptance of his
father's actions, but he shows that he is taking all of them
in.

When accused of stealing iron products from his

neighbor's yard, William's father first states, "there must
be some sort of mix-up," and later comments that his
stealing was an "accident" (Caldwell, Georgia Boy 64).
William's father has an excuse for all of his actions.
Therefore William, who does not know the difference between
right and wrong, believes his father's actions are
acceptable.
Caldwell traces William's non-judgmental attitude
throughout the book, but he reveals that William has been
affected by his father; when William begins to judge his
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father's actions, he is sympathetic and defensive.

William

respects his father and respects the way his father conducts
hiwself, even when he commits adultery in front of his wife.
After his mother fights with his father for bringing a woman
home with him, he still runs to his father's side, noting,
"It sure felt good being there in the dark with him" (141).
William bonds more with his father than his mother, for he
never shows understanding or care for his mother's feelings;
he only worries about his father.

Through this bond,

Caldwell suggests that William is likely to take after his
father.

William never understands the true nature of his

father.

In the last sentence of the book, William is

"trying to catch up with" his father (163).

William's ideas

of right and wrong are poisoned, and Caldwell metaphorically
leaves William with the possibility of repeating his
father's actions.

Looking at William's father as the

negative embodiment of desires, it becomes clear that
William's "catch[ing] up" is an attempt to follow in his
footsteps.

Caldwell shows that because William's dad does

not think of the consequences of his actions, William learns
the patterns of his behavior.
Mothers are also guilty of ruining children's lives,
and Caldwell shows in The Sure Hand of God a mother with
misguided intentions for her child's well-being can wreck
the child's development.

The Sure Hand of God is a novel

about an old whore's struggle both to find a man to marry
before she loses her looks completely and to train her
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daughter to sell her body to prospective, rich husbands.
Molly works excruciatingly hard to get her daughter to
submit her body to rich men so they will marry her, and in
turn, make her be financially secure.

As Caldwell

illustrates, she neither cares about her daughter's
education nor whether or not her daughter is loved by these
men.
Lily learns from her mother's teachings.

When she

finally runs away with Perry, a poor, yet loving young man,
she cannot be content with him.

On one hand, she states, "I

feel a thrill running through me every minute" because she
runs away from her mother, but on the other hand she makes
Perry "spend so much for movies and comic magazines that he
did not have enough money to pay for their hotel bill"
(Caldwell, The Sure Hand of God 129, 131).

Lily has been

conditioned by her mother to want money and to want to spend
it.

Molly embeds the desire for wealth in Lily's mind,

fully expecting Lily to find a rich husband.

She teaches

Lily to recognize the value of cash rather than the value of
love, therefore poisoning Lily's relationship with Perry.
As with William in Georgia Boy, Caldwell leaves Lily with a
bleak future because of the poor traits she has learned from
her mother.
While Caldwell shows the inability of a child to change
after being taught poor values in The Sure Hand of God, he
looks further into the destruction of a child as he traces
Dorothy's path to suicide in Poor Fool.

Poor Fool is a
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novel about a washed up fighter who becomes a trapped
participant in the inhuman slaughterings in the Boxx
family's private abortion home.

He nearly becomes a

permanent participant in their escapades, almost becoming
one of Mrs. Boxx's many castrated "poor fooln servants,
before Mrs. Boxx's youngest daughter, Dorothy, helps him
escape.

When the fighter eventually gets himself killed,

Dorothy jumps into the river after his body, killing herself
because she cannot live with her mother's evil lust for
money and neglect of human life.

Caldwell explores the

horrors that Dorothy must live through, and he shows that
her death is a direct result of her inability to deal with
her mother's business.

Her mother not only inflicts her

wickedness on the lives of helpless women throughout the
novel, but she also ruins her child's life by forcing her to
live in such rotten conditions.
The private abortion house that Mrs. Boxx runs is full
of the most ghastly human crimes in all of Caldwell's
writing.

Caldwell creates a setting where human life means

nothing to the God-like destroyer, Mrs. Boxx.

She would

rather collect money twice: once for her abortions and once
from mysterious collectors of dead bodies.

As she states to

Blondy, the fighter who Dorothy later saves,
There's a woman in the room next to the bath,
who is going to die pretty soon.

You take her

down to the cellar and put her on the bagging.
She may as well die down there as up here when
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I need a room as bad as I do now.
up for the week.

She's paid

I'll put this other woman in

her bed while you go down into the cellar.
(Caldwell, Poor Fool 83)
Blondy later notes that she is "always running in and out of
the rooms looking for a body to take down to the cellar and
get five dollars for" (83).

Caldwell creates a horrifying

setting; Mrs. Boxx's desire for making as much money from
one client as possible is a ghastly pursuit that ends in
countless dead bodies.
The setting in which Dorothy lives would be unbearable
for any human being, yet it is far worse for a young child.
The Boxx children must live in this hell as they grow up,
and like most children, are very impressionable.
Boxx already patterns after her mother.

Gertie

Her luring of

Blondy into the house at the beginning of the novel not only
shows her willingness to participate in her mother's
lifestyle but also reveals an acceptance of her mother's
values (50-51).

Caldwell shows that Mrs. Boxx has poisoned

her child's values because Gertie does not realize the
damage she indirectly does to Blondy.
Dorothy, on the other hand, does not pattern after her
mother, but her mother's practices leave her with a deep
desire to get away from the house.

Caldwell shows, through

Blondy's escape and death, that Dorothy cannot live in her
mother's inhuman environment.

She is still young and in
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need of an adult figure, and the death of Blondy causes her
to lose hope and commit suicide.

As Dorothy jumps into

the river after Blondy's dead body, a bystander relating the
details of Dorothy's situation states, "She was a damned
fool.

The man she called Blondy was a poor fool.

couldn't help himself" (131).

He

Dorothy could not help

herself because she lost her only chance to get away from
her mother.

Caldwell suggests that Mrs. Boxx's desire for

money and disrespect for human life is too much for a child
to handle.

Therefore, Mrs. Boxx's evil practice lures

Gertie into perpetuating her sick desires and destroys her
other child, who refuses to participate in her mother's
horrific business.
As with Caldwell's portrayal of parents, the father in
Thompson's The Killer Inside Me has foolish desires for his
son's education that wreck his son's development .

.T.h.a

Killer Inside Me is a complex novel of a slowly rotted life.
From an alienating father to the sexual abuse he receives,
Lou Ford's life is heavily poisoned by childhood terrors.
Lou experiences such hardships as a child that he develops a
mental "sickness" and becomes a murderer.

Throughout the

novel, Thompson explores exactly why and how Lou becomes
such a heartless criminal.
Because of his father's high standards and home
confinement, Lou is separated from other children his own
age and depends on books for company.
"sickness"

Lou develops a mental

because of his abuse and his father tries to
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keep him from attacking women by confining him to his home.
With the home confinement, he is kept out of trouble, but he
is also isolated from people.
function with people.

Therefore, he never learns to

Lou's father also dislikes his

interaction with other children because the "rubes" will
always be unsuccessful because of their lack of education.
As Lou states,
Dad had wanted me to become a doctor, but he was
afraid to have me go away to school so he'd done
what he could for me at home.

It used to irritate

him, to hear me talking and acting like any
other rube around town.

(Thompson, The Killer

Inside Me 27-28)
In his quest to keep Lou from growing into a "rube," he
isolates Lou, thinking that hiding Lou and educating him at
home will form him into a highly respectable, yet normal
functioning adult.
Thompson portrays Lou as an outcast, showing that Lou's
life with books separates him from the other children.

As

an adult, Lou reflects on what the bookcases meant to him
when he was a child, noting that they were places "that I
always had to hide in" (27).

Though Lou develops a sense of

belonging with his books throughout his childhood, he never
develops a sense of belonging with society.

Thompson shows

that Lou's home education and confinement makes him an
outcast.

As Polito states, Lou is "hidden from his everyday

world, detached from his own emotions and actions,
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dwell[ing] deep down inside himself" (10).

Lou spends his

time as a child learning about psychology; his
time is primarily spent detached from all aspects of the
outside world.

While his father wants to hide him, Lou

becomes an outcast because, even though he functions within
society as a sheriff, he never learns to function with
society, and therefore cannot leave the safety of his books.
Thompson shows that Lou, as an adult, has not only
continued to be an outcast, but he also has taken on his
father's domineering role in his relationships.

Lou has

developed into a father figure in his relationship with
Johnnie, and Johnnie listens to and takes Lou's advice,
trusting him like a son would a father.

Lou, however,

exploits this relationship, allowing Johnnie to take the
blame for his crimes:
"Lou.

·

,,

"Yes Johnnie."

It was a statement, not a

question.
"Y-you m-mean I-- I should take the rap for
you?

I--"
"No," I said.

"Yes."

"I d-don't think-- I can't, Lou!
Jesus, I can't!

Oh,

I c-couldn't go through--"

I eased him back on the bunk.

I ruffled his

hair, chucked him gently under the chin, tilting
it back.
"'There is a time of peace,'" I said, "'and
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a time of war.
reap.

A time to sow and a time to

A time to live and a time to die.
"L-Lou . .

' ,,

,,

"This hurts me," I said, "worse than it
does you."
And I knifed my hand across his windpipe.
(Thompson, The Killer Inside Me 120)
Johnnie is confused and does
he trusts him.

~ot

want to cross Lou because

Though he states "I can't," he still trusts

Lou as Lou continues his fatherly attitude by "chuck[ing]
him on the chin."

Lou exploits his relationship with

Johnnie, taking him under his wing like a father, but like
Lou's father's neglect for Lou's well-being, Lou neglects to
care about Johnnie's life.

Lou has learned to be an

irresponsible and evil father figure.

Thompson shows that

even though Lou has become much more violent and evil than
his father, he patterns himself after his father's
overbearing manipulation of him as a child.
Jim Thompson also explores a child who learns from and
is annihilated by his mother's greed in The Grifters.

In

this novel, Thompson writes about a mother/son relationship
that is rotten because of the mother's firm focus on her
grifting escapades for a crime boss rather than on
parenting.
grifter.

Her son learns her greed and also becomes a
Their lives eventually clash because of this

greed; the mother kills her son for his money.

Thompson

uses this relationship to show the problems a mother's greed
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and deceptive behavior creates for her impressionable son.
Tracing the poisoning effects of a mother's actions on her
he shows not only the child following in her

ch~ld,

footsteps but also a mother who ultimately destroys her son
in her lust for money.

While Caldwell concentrates on

childhood in Georgia Boy, The Sure Hand of God, and
..E.QQl..,

.£QQ.r:.

leaving his child characters with a bleak future,

Thompson concentrates on adulthood and the permanent effects
left on a child by his mother.

From the learning of her

criminal occupation to the apocalyptic clash of their
criminal lives, Thompson portrays a child who has been
poisoned by his mother's values and desires.
As a child, Roy watches his mother, Lily, work for a
crime boss, noting that "whatever she did was for herself"
(Thompson, The Grifters 9).

His mother's occupation affects

him because she is never around; consequently, she never has
the time or the desire to act like a mother to him.

She

separates herself from motherhood in her quest for money.
In her eyes, Roy is dead weight that she must carry around;
whenever she begins to think of Roy's well-being, such as
boarding school, she passes up the idea because "for that
much money she could buy a nice mink jacket" (9).

Thompson

shows that Roy lacks the care that he deserves from his
mother.

Roy is not oblivious to her actions, for he

recognizes the absence of his mother in his life.

As David

Ansen states, "he's never forgiven her for neglecting him"
(71).

Money is more important than family throughout the
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novel, and in her passion for money, Lily neglects to raise
her child properly.

She neither teaches him the difference

between right and wrong nor shows much care for a boy who
she lets grow up with a cold heart.
Children learn from their parents' actions and, in
turn, often practice what their parents preach.

Children

are impressionable, and when their parents do not teach them
right and wrong, they learn for themselves.

Roy is never

taught about the difference between right and wrong, so he
does not think of grifting as wrong.

When he begins

grifting he is "exuberant at his good luck" wondering "if
there were any . . . ways of picking up as much money in a few
hours as a fool made in a week" (Thompson, The Grifters 35).
The consequences of getting caught ripping people off never
enters his mind; he only sets his mind on getting better at
grifting.

Roy's grifting mirrors his mother's grifting as

he gets older, and Thompson shows that his upbringing has an
effect on what he becomes; Roy has learned his mother's
uncaring attitude towards the manipulation of people.
Roy almost dies from a botched grifting escapade, and
this event is a symbol of the effects of his poisoned
childhood.

Had he been taught right and wrong, and if his

mother had not exposed him to a life of grifting, greed, and
cold emotions, he probably would neither be grifting nor
dying.

His grifting catches up with him with a "hard blow

to the guts" (3).

He does not have the education to know

that a life of crime will eventually catch up with him.
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Showing the effects of a crushed childhood, Thompson
traces Roy's poisoned life as he spirals towards an
apocalyp~ic,

mother.

life-ending meeting with his money-lusting

Roy's life deteriorates throughout the novel; he is

pressured to commit big crimes by his grifting girlfriend
and caught and beaten by an angry bar owner.

He even

battles his mother for his grifting money at the end of the
novel.

Roy's fight with his mother for his money

illustrates his mother's part in destroying his life.
Thompson shows that Lily concludes what she begins with Roy
when she kills him for his money.

This killing is

deceptively planned; as Polito states, "Thompson accentuates
her calculation-- her exquisite sensual taunting, her
thoughtful offer of a drink of water, her cool thrust of the
glass shards into Roy's neck" (448).

Lily not only poisons

Roy as an impressionable child, but she also ends his ruined
life; in her greed for money, she directly causes his death.
Showing the hell that children may experience, Thompson
illustrates how parents who blindly succumb to greed
destroy, both directly and indirectly, their children.
At times, however, parents who poison their children
try to reverse the damage they have done.

In both The Sure

Hand of God and The Grifters, Caldwell and Thompson show
parents who influence children with their desires, but once
they realize the damage they have done, they try helplessly
to fix what they have broken.

Throughout Caldwell's novel,

Molly tries to make her child submissive to rich men so they
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will want to marry her.

When she realizes she has been

raising her child the wrong way, she tries to fix the
situation by letting Lily run off with Perry.

Caldwell

shows that her plans do not work because she has already
ground her values into her daughter, who cannot live with a
poor boy, regardless of his love for her.

As James J.

Thompson states, "Caldwell develops the idea of a distorted
predeterminism most fully" in the novel (276).

Molly

determines the life her daughter leads early in her life,
and when Molly tries to change Lily's way of life, she fails
to change her daughter's mind.
Thompson not only shows this predeterminism in The
Grifters, but he also shows that the mother can neither
change her child's lifestyle nor save him from her own lust
for money.

Lily states, "I don't suppose it will do any

good, but I've got to say it, anyway.
Roy.

Get out of the grift,

Get out right now, and stay out" (Thompson, The

Grifters 113).

She tries to make him realize that grifting

can destroy his life, but she has already taught him that
the occupation pays too well to quit.

Lily's advice does

not affect Roy; he gives up a chance to have a decent job
that would end his grifting.

All his life, his mother shows

him that grifting is the best payoff, and after molding him
through her examples of making money and poor parenting, he
has no reason to want to give up grifting.

Lily also cannot

keep worrying about him because he stands in the way of her
desire for money, so she kills him for her own happiness
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instead of continuing to try to turn his life around
(188-189).

Like Molly in The Sure Hand of God, Lily fails

in her chance to change her son after turning him into a
cold criminal.

She fails as a parent because she succumbs

to her greed.
Caldwell and Thompson address the destructive effects
of parents who do not raise their children responsibly.
Children trust their parents; therefore they are vulnerable
to being devastated by poor parenting.

These writers show

selfish parents who try to fulfill their own desires, both
through neglecting their children and using their children
to achieve them.

These writers show that once a child is

molded into a lifestyle, he or she will continue that
lifestyle even if the parents try to alter their poor
parenting.

The parents, in turn, poison their children with

their poor, and often self-centered, parenting.
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Victimization of Girls

The old hag, her auGt, was
hallway,
together.

grinni~g

i~

the

and rubbing her hands

I wanted to bat her in her

goddamn rotten puss, but of course I
didn't.
"You got something there, lady," I
told her.

"Take good care of it, because

I'm going to be back for more."
She cackled and smirked.
a nice coat, huh, mister?

"Bring me

You got some

nice winter coats?" (Thompson, A Hell of
Woman 12)

Children are not only molded by irresponsible parents,
but they also are destroyed by manipulative, lustful adults.
Some adolescent girls are recognized for their looks and, in
turn, are labeled as sex objects.

Faulkner, Caldwell, and

Thompson all portray female characters singled out by other
characters as one-dimensional objects of desire.

Whether

they are well-educated or good people does not matter; they
are seen as good-looking pieces of flesh.

As beautiful

girls, they are expected to fulfill the role of being
objects of desire.

Perpetuated by perverted men and greedy

women, this expectation can devastate the way they think
about themselves; the girls see the pleasure they give as a
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duty.

These writers show that the unfair expectations th3t

people have for these female children cause the children to
do what is expected of them.

A female's ability to grow as

a unique individual is destroyed by these predetermined
views.
In The Hamlet, the first book of a trilogy, Faulkner
not only portrays men lusting after Eula, a woman-like
child, but he also shows that Eula accepts this behavior.
though she grows into a more dynamic adult in the last two
books, she is innocent and submissive in The Hamlet; her
character radiates an uncaring attitude, making her
vulnerable to the advancements of sex-starved men.

Faulkner

shows that most men in the novel expect her to be an object
of desire whose sole purpose in life is to submit to men,
whether it is through sex or marriage.

As Frederick Karl

states, "she is the porno star of the male imagination"
(622).

Her innocence is foolishness, and because nobody

cares to help her make something more of herself than a lazy
slab of attractive flesh, she remains an uneducated,
unthinking fool.
Males lust after Eula throughout her childhood because
of her freakish woman-like qualities.

Even school children

desire her as she "would transform the very wooden desks and
benches themselves into a grove of Venus and fetch every
male in the room" (Faulkner, The Hamlet 114).

As the

narrator describes,
though not yet thirteen years old, she was already
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bigger than most grown women and even her
breasts were no longer the little, hard, fiercelypointed cones of puberty or even maidenhood.

On

the contrary, her entire appearance suggested
some symbiology out of the old Dionysic times-honey in the sunlight and bursting grapes, the
writhen bleeding of the crushed fecundated vine
beneath the hard rapacious trampling goat-hoof.
She seemed . . . to exist in a teeming vacuum in
which her days followed one another as though
behind sound-proof glass. (95)
Eula's appearance attracts males, and because it is so
dominant early in her life, she is quickly labeled as a
symbol of sexual stimulation.

She could be (but is not)

both the smartest and most personable girl in the world, but
those possible dynamic qualities of her character are
suppressed by sexually-driven men.
Eula's father treats her like as an object, caring only
about getting her married to someone.

As he states to his

wife, "All we want anyway is to keep her out of trouble
until she gets old enough to sleep with a man without
getting me and him both arrested.
off" (Faulkner, The Hamlet 98).

Then you can marry her
In his eyes, her womanhood

is one-dimensional: she was born to serve and marry a man.
Also, her father desires for her to be out of the
house as soon as possible; only the law keeps him from
giving her up on the spot.

As he sees it, she serves no
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function other than being a potential wife while in his
household; her purpose in life begins when she is married,
re~ardless

of her age.

Because her father sees her as a girl waiting for her
purpose to begin, Eula never has any motivation to do
anything.

As the narrator states, "she did nothing.

might as well have been a foetus.

She

It was as if only half of

her had been born, that mentality had somehow become.
completely separated" (622).

Karl wonders "what happened to

the mental and thinking part of her," thinking "there must
be more . . . The question is, where" (623).

Faulkner shows

that Eula's thinking portion of her being (or the substance
defining her individualism) has been kept dormant by her
ignorant father.

She has no individual definition because

she has no life beyond her gorgeous, statue-like body.
Eula's father, like the perverted men, sees her as a
possession, like a piece of art on an auction block, devoid
of all life beyond the sexual pleasures her body may
provide.

Eula does not take on this character by choice;

she takes it on because it is behavior learned from the
treatment she receives her whole life.

In this novel,

Faulkner shows that the stereotype these men place on her
shapes the way she thinks of herself, therefore creating a
lifeless slab of attractive flesh-- lazy, yet submissive, to
the expectations and desires of men.
Lily, in Caldwell's The Sure Hand of God, is not as
incompetent as Faulkner's Eula in The Hamlet, but she is
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just as submissive to her mother as Eula is to the desires
of men.

Molly treats her daughter as a sex object that must

sell herself to a rich man so she will be married and,
therefore, financially

s~able.

This prostitution of her

daughter, however, is a learned behavior; as a child, Molly
lives with a family that comforts her by having sex with
her.

To feel secure, she lets them have sex with her.

At

an early stage in her life, Molly learns that prostituting
her body can comfort, and she tries to pass her learned
behavior on to her daughter.

Caldwell shows that the

behavior both Molly and Lily learn as young girls is
devastating to how they look at what is good for them.
Lusting men instill these values in their heads by only
comforting, or showing affection to them, when they are
allowed to have sex with them.

Like males in The Hamlet,

the men in this novel assume that the worth of a female is
in her ability to be sexually pleasing.

Through his

writing, Caldwell explains that sex-starved men can
literally create a blindly submissive woman, teaching her
from a young age to pursue and accept these desires.
Though Lily's uncle Jethro is a close relative to her,
he still lusts after her like a mindless animal.

Molly

realizes his desire, stating,
"That low-down, good-for-nothing, son-of-abi tch . . . He lays around here too lazy to do
anything but scratch himself.

Then all at once he

tried himself out on Lily . . . he'll wait till I'm
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away from the house and he'll get her as certain
as there's a sure hand of God." (Caldwell, The
Sure Hand of God 112)
Though all men do not possess his traits, he appears
instinctually attracted to Lily's young and beautiful body,
and he does not care how close she is in relation to him.
In his eyes, she represents the sexual satisfier: the woman.
Because of her gender, he automatically converts the human
being that he sees into a receiving piece of flesh that will
feed his sexual desire.
Caldwell shows that men are not alone in their
expectation of women in this novel; Molly expects her
daughter to give herself away to a man.

Though she has

higher standards than Lily's degenerate uncle Jethro, she
still wants to sell her daughter off to the richest bidder.
As Molly turns Perry (a young man who truly cares for Lily)
away, she states, "you can't [marry her] . . . When Lily
marries, she's going to marry a man who can give her
everything" (26).

She expects Lily to look for a rich man

because, in her mind, that is what a woman should do.

She

does not think that Lily can live her life without being
supported by a man.
Molly does not think Lily can live on her own because
Molly has always felt dependent on men to survive.

After

her husband dies, she literally throws herself on men in a
desperate attempt to be taken care of (73-74).

This

component of her character can be traced back to her own
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childhood.

While living with her foster family, the only

companionship she receives is a few minutes with a boy, who
has sneaked into her window, quickly satisfying his desires
(37).

Molly grows up with men who see her as no more than a

sex object, and she has learned that they only take care of
her when she gives her body to them.
Caldwell not only shows that Molly's childhood has been
devastated by these false truths, but he also shows that she
continues the poisoning she receives as a child by
transferring her beliefs to her daughter.

In looking at

Molly's childhood, it is clear that men, not her, create the
role each play in a relationship.

By isolating the female

until he wants to have sex with her, the man thinks of the
woman as functional only as an object that quenches desires.
As with Caldwell's portrayal of sexually exploitated
girls in The Sure Hand of God, Thompson shows in A Hell of a
Woman that some girls are treated like prostitutes,
especially those that are young and attractive.

In this

novel, Thompson explores both the evil treatment of an
adolescent girl who is forced to have sex with men to pay
off her aunt's bills and the devastating results of this
forced treatment.

Both the aunt and lustful men treat the

girl as if she is young meat.

Because of her gender, Mona

finds herself exploited; her job is to give herself to men.
Thompson shows, through his descriptions of the evil aunt
playing off the animal lustings of men (not to mention
Mona's feelings of terror as she is kept like an animal),
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that this treatment of a girl not only stereotypes the role
of women but also appallingly violates a human being.
Mona is victimized because of her gender; she is forced
to give people pleasure.

~hough

Mona receives no money for

her sexual encounters, her aunt prostitutes her body for
personal gain.

Her aunt treats her like a caged animal, and

the narrator realizes,
There was a welt across her like a hot iron
might make.

Or a stick.

Or a cane . . . And

there was a drop of blood . .
She stood, head bowed, waiting.

Her teeth

were clenched tightly, but I could see the
trembling of her chin.

(Thompson, A Hell of a

Woman 7)
Mona is whipped into action; the "drop of blood" shows her
reluctance to perform these horrific acts.

Unlike

Caldwell's portrayal of Lily, Mona never learns to accept
the situation in which she is forced to live.
The treatment of Mona leads to an deadly clash between
her and her aunt.

With the tension between an aunt who does

not care about the well-being of her niece and a niece who
does not care whether her aunt lives or dies, Thompson
creates a violent end to their relationship.

Mona is

desperate to rid herself of her aunt so she ropes Dolly
Dillon, one of the few sympathetic males in the novel, into
killing the aunt, slyly stating, "It's all right, Dolly.
I'm not afraid any more.

She'll k-kill me, and then it'll
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be all over with" (50).

Dolly kills the aunt for Mona, but

Mona is not a cold criminal for having him do so (88).
Because of the hell she must go through, Thompson makes it
clear that she is merely

~eacting

against the horrors

imposed upon her.
While the forced prostitution devastates Mona, causing
her to have to kill to be free, it is evident that once she
is free, her aunt's suppression of her normal growth and
development has left her unable to function in the outside
world.

The aunt imposes many horrors on Mona, and since she

does not let Mona out of her house, Mona never learns to
live in the world.

She is ns-scared" when alone (146).

The

exploitation of Mona because of her gender causes her to not
only live with unimaginable horrors but also keeps her from
growing into a normal, independently functioning woman.
The girls in all three of these novels have
dysfunctional lifestyles; they live with the attitude (and
perceive other people's attitude) that they must give
themselves away to males.

Because this attitude is

constantly forced upon them throughout their childhood, they
do not learn to function in the world.

They are taught that

the only reality is waiting for men to make use of them.

In

these particular novels, all three authors show that these
girls have never been taught to live; living like drones,
they function as objects, satisfying the desires of lusting
men and greedy women.
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3. Alienation

''3ob," :

sai:j, "i_ook a:: :rr,e."

"What for?

I'm lookin' at you,

ain't I?u
"Look at me."
He looked up.

He held my eyes

stubbornly for a moment.
Then, his face crumpled and he began
to cry.
"W-What you want me to say?" He
sobbed.

"What you want me t-to say

anyhow . . . ?

M-maybe I didn't.

Maybe I-I-

You don't want m-me to say so, I won't . . . "
(Thompson, The Criminal 102)

This exchange in Thompson's The Criminal is a result of
a child being broken down through isolation and the
uncaring, harsh treatment by adults.

A person's mental

stability can be broken down from parental and societal
isolation.

While I show the devastating treatment of

females in chapter two, I show the destruction of males in
this chapter.

Though females can be alienated just as

easily as males, the books that I have read for this thesis
mostly contain the alienation of males.

Both Faulkner and

Thompson expose the consequences of alienation in their
novels, expressing concerns about adults who neglect and
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intentionally isolate children and young adults from
society.

Faulkner uses Darl in As I Lav Dying to explore

the devastating effects of what can happen to a person who
is alienated because of his differences from society.
Mapping the isolating circumstances of Darl's past to his
life as a young adult, he shows that Darl goes crazy under
the imposed pressures of an alienating society.

Like

Faulkner, Thompson explores the ease society has in breaking
down a relatively stable young boy, but he also shows,
through this isolation, that they create enough fear in the
boy that he becomes a submissive lap dog.

Also like

Faulkner in his treatment of Darl, Thompson explores the
rippling effects of an alienating childhood into adulthood,
showing that an isolating childhood can lead to an adult who
continues to be an outcast of society as well.

Both writers

expose the horrors of alienation, revealing that isolation
can lead to the falling apart of a person's mental
stability.
In As I Lay Dying, Faulkner illustrates the outer and
inner views of Darl with his style of multiple narration.
Instead of only relying on uninformed narrators, the reader
sees how and why Darl's frame of mind abruptly changes from
calculated to annihilated.
By giving Darl a chance to speak in his own narrative
sections, Faulkner shows that Darl is an intelligent person.
What people perceive to be "different" is really just Darl's
tendency to lose himself in thought.

Darl is a deep
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philosopher making such statements as, "I dont know what I
am.

I dont know if I am or not.

Jewel knows that he is,

because he does not know that he does not know whether he is
or not" (Faulkner, As I Lay Dying 72).

Faulkner shows

throughout the multiple narrative sections, Darl thinks much
more deeply than the other small town southern people in the
novel.

If he chooses to speak, he would have no one

intelligent enough to keep 0p with his train of thought.
People perceive Darl as very strange because of his
inward demeanor, and they condemn him for it.

As his father

states on his behavior,
we hadn't more than passed Tull's lane when Darl
begun to laugh.

Setting back there on the plank

seat with Cash, with his dead ma laying in her
coffin at his feet, laughing.

How many times I

told him it's doing such things as that makes
folks talk about him.

( 93)

Anse has no clue that Darl might be laughing to himself
because he is pondering his own thoughts.

In Anse's eyes,

and other's as well, Darl is abnormal because of his
behavior.

It is inward, and Darl acts funny in the eyes of

people as he holds conversations inside himself.

Also, Anse

makes this statement before Darl either burns the barn or
does anything else to warrant people "talk[ing] about him."
His statement reveals how people have perceived Darl before
he appears in the novel.
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While "Darl is pictured as so much absorbed in the
world outside him," the world outside does not have a clear
picture of him (Swiggart 71).
outward characterization

~n

Faulkner uses this type of

The Sound and the Fury, where

the retarded character, Benjy, cannot speak but relates
clear pictures of what he sees.

People think he is a

freakish and unthinking idiot because his intelligence is
trapped inside him.

Darl, however, is neither retarded nor

mentally forced to be inward.

He keeps to himself because

there is nobody he can talk to; everyone thinks he is too
strange.
People destroy Darl with their own assumptions because
his mind snaps when he is condemned to an insane asylum
(Faulkner, As I Lay Dying 235).

Cash recognizes that Darl

is sent away because he burns down a barn, and he does note
that "nothing excuses setting fire to a man's barn . . . and
destroying his property . . . That's how I reckon a man is
crazy" (216).

Cash does state later, however, that "I aint

so sho that ere a man has a right to say what is crazy and
what aint" (221).

As seen through the earlier quote by

Anse, people have already labeled Darl as different, and in
the end, people condemn Darl because of his differences, and
he succumbs to their beliefs.

Darl is a young adult, but it

is evident that he has dealt with isolation for some time.
He may burn down a barn, but what makes his mind snap is
that people finally openly condemn him as crazy, something
they already believed as Darl has grown up.
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Thompson also shows isolation can be mentally
deteriorating for a child who is an accused rapist and
murderer in The Criminal, a novel about selfishness and
alienation.

Neither the boy's parents nor public officials

show much compassion beyond their own self-centeredness.
turn, the boy, Bob, is railroaded by
life is ruined.

se~fish

In

people and his

The multiple narrative structure, as in

Faulkner's As I Lay Dying, shows the accused, Bob, as
ultimately alienated and destroyed by self-absorbed people.
Every narrating character has an opinion about his guilt.
Through all the speculation, smearing of his name in the
papers, and grilling him with heated questions, nobody
thinks to comfort him.

He is only accused, but he often is

treated like an unfeeling criminal.

Thompson shows that

people break him down by isolating him and singling him out
with their own accusations.

Therefore, when he finally

breaks down with an obscure confession, it is evident that
people have destroyed his mental stability and have, in
turn, created a lap dog.
Thompson lashes out at the cruelty of both the press
and the district attorney in this novel, showing that their
self-centeredness can determine the credibility of a person.
As Michael J. McCauley states,
Thompson always saved his highest contempt for
those who have a choice, those who were not born
with "the crooked cue," yet still propagate
evil.

The people who, actively or passively,
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are responsible for the fact that the lives of
millions of their fellow men are nearly
unbearable: politicians, bureaucrats,
management men-- anyone with the power to change
things for the bette£ but who doesn't do it,
because of lack of courage or caring.

( 157)

Through the chain of command behind the lines of the
newspaper .s..t..a..£, the bomb is placed under Bob's feet.

From

an uncaring boss's orders to play on the "young love and sex
and murder and mystery" to the spineless reporters, who do
not want to write such horrors but cannot stand up for
themselves, a biased story is written, painting Bob with
guilt (Thompson, The Criminal 51).

Also, as the .s.t..a.r.

"Builds a fire under" the district attorney, he succumbs to
the need to look good in the papers by muscling a confession
from Bob (50, 110-111).

Because of cold-hearted people only

looking out for themselves, Bob's innocence not only has
little merit, but people also set him up for ruin,
convincing the public that he is guilty and should go to
jail.
Thompson shows that Bob is completely helpless amongst
adults.

The district attorney easily has his way with him

because Bob is alone with his fear (79-80).

He is broken by

the district attorney's grilling questions because he is not
supported and is hopelessly in need of someone to comfort
him.

Thompson shows that isolating Bob eradicates his
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mental stability, and his breakdown appallingly plays into
the predatory hands of selfish adults.
Both Faulkner and Thompson show groups of people that
make no hesitation in ruining the life of relatively normal
people.

While Darl is an outcast because of his differences

from neighboring rural people, Bob is labeled as a criminal
before anyone attempts to prove his innocence.

People

isolate these males, leaving them open to manipulation and
devastation.

By using the multiple narrative structure in

their novels, these writers not only illustrate the
destructive effects of false accusations but also show the
vulnerability of a person to this type of alienation.
While Thompson looks at the effects of alienation on a
child's life in The Criminal, he delves deeper into the
psychological breakdown of an alienated person with his
adult character Lou Ford in The Killer Inside Me.

Lou

clearly resembles Darl in As I Lay Dying because they are
both intelligent.

Both Lou and Darl surpass the

intelligence of all the other characters surrounding them.
As seen through his narration, Darl is alienated because
people do not understand him.

As seen in chapter one, Lou

is also alienated as a child both because of his advanced
intelligence and his father's struggle to keep him away from
less intelligent children.

Thompson uses Lou's childhood

alienation to explain his adult life; though he is a visible
public figure, Lou is just as isolated from people as when
he was a child.

With his focus on the adult life of Lou
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Ford, Thompson explores the echoing effects of an alienating
childhood.
~ou

canno~

hold a decent conversation with people

because he is too smart for people to be interested in his
talk.

He hates that he cannot communicate with the outside

world, so he attacks it, not only through his violent
tendencies but also through torturous talks to people.

Lou

finds consolation in "getting back at" the people he cannot
communicate with by overwhelming them with talk that
perpetuates his separation.

As McCauley states, Lou's

"needling . . . has become his only safe method of lashing out
at people" (159).

Lou likes seeing people uncomfortable

when he begins one of his long talks; when talking to a man
at the beginning of the novel he notices
The smile on his face was getting strained.

I

could hear his shoes creak as he squirmed.

If

there's anything worse than a bore, it's a corny
bore.

But how can you brush off a nice friendly

fellow who'd give you his shirt if you asked for
it? (Thompson, The Killer Inside Me 5)
Thompson suggests that Lou's happiness with his boring talk
is a paradox because what gives him satisfaction is the same
thing that causes him the greatest grief in his life.

He

does not fit in with people and has not since his father
began isolating him from other children.

Because of Lou's

alienation as a child, he has no connection with people in
his town, though he constantly mingles with them.

Though
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Lou has a lot of company as a public official, he is still
an outsider because of his intellectual and social
differences with the people of his town.
Leu constantly battles the alienation between himself
and the outside world, and it causes him to be alienated
from his own self.

As McCauley states about Lou's "hollow

self,"
by the end of the story Lou Ford is as uncertain
of what is "inside him" as he is certain of the
emptiness of the bland, kidding persona that is
"outside him."

These two versions of Lou Ford

may fight each other for control, but neither
can fully cover or begin to fill the utter
emptiness of his soul.

(158-159)

Lou has two different personalities: the one that he shows
to people and the one inside himself.

These two selves are

radically different; Lou loses his sense of who he is
through his shifts in personalities, therefore alienating
him from himself.

Thompson shows that Lou's alienation from

both the outer world and himself is a result of a childhood
spent isolated from society.

As an adult, Lou does not know

how to act in society, and his fake personality only causes
him to alienate him from himself.
As seen in these novels, alienation has devastating
effects on males both as children and as they grow into
adults.

Faulkner and Thompson illustrate the reasons why

people have such a hard time dealing with feelings of
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isolation.

They suggest that this alienation, brought on by

irresponsible and unthinking adults, leads to

~

more serious

psychological breakdown inside the person as he copes, or
fails to cope, with feelings of being alone.

Newell JC)

4. Abuse

- was
almost.

:i~e

there was a plot aaainst me

I'd done something wrong, way

back when I was a kid, and I'd never been
able to get away from it.

I'd had my nose

rubbed in it day after day until, like as
overtrained dog,
of pure fright.

I'd started crapping out
(Thompson, The Kill er

Inside Me, 78)

Children can be destroyed with abuse; whether they are
subjected to physical violence or sexual abuse, these
impositions shape the life of a child.

In the novels and

characters I look at in this chapter, Faulkner and Caldwell
depict the initial devastating manipulations and confused,
fearful childhood reactions, while Thompson shows the
effects of the abuse on their horrifying adult lives.

Like

Faulkner and Caldwell, he reveals the emotional damage a
child faces when abused, but he also illustrates the after
effects from such a traumatic event.

These writers not only

create hellish worlds for these children, but they also show
the effects of this abusive behavior on both childhood and
adulthood.
Physical violence can devastate the life of a child not
only as a child but also as he or she grows into an adult.
Thompson's Pop. 1280 is a novel about a corrupt sheriff in a
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small town.

The sheriff, Nick Corey, is a murderer, who

kills both to save his own skin when he gets himself into
trouble and when he just cannot stand
person.

~he

personality of a

for example, when Uncle Tom discovers that Nick has

killed his lover's husband, Nick kills him, too.

He coldly

tells Tom and later observes,
"Yeah, you can't help bein' what you are,
pore ol' black man.
say?

jus' a

.and do you know what I

I say screw you" I gave him both barrels

of the shotgun . . . It danged near cut him in
two.

(Thompson, Pop.1280 120)

Through the hasty killing of Tom, Thompson illustrates that
Nick does not care for human life.
Nick has had a childhood filled with physical abuse,
which molds him into a cold killer.

To repeat the Payne

citation in the introduction to this thesis, Thompson
connects "the psychosis of his killer narrators in some
deformative childhood incident," and the roots of Nick's
problems begin with the abuse he receives as a child (53).
As a child, Nick has a deep need to please his dad.

He

remembers
showing him the reading prize I'd won at school.
Because I was sure that would please him.
I ..

. lived--

pickin~

. .And

myself up off the floor

with my nose bloodied from the little silver
cup.

And he was yelling at me, shouting that I

was through with school because I'd just proven
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I was a cheat along with everyone else.
(Thompson, Pop.1280 36-37)
His father not only makes physical violence a part of Nick
Corey's life but also leaves his son with a feeling of
hopelessness.

Nick does not have a chance to succeed

because his father continues to knock him down: first
physically and later mentally.

Nick's life has been

shattered by his father, for he has been molded into a
monster.

Thompson shows that Nick's life is ruined by the

treatment he receives as a child, and though he cannot be
excused for his horrific crimes, Thompson illustrates how
and why he develops into a heartless murderer.
Sexual abuse can be just as devastating to a child as
physical violence, especially when the abuse comes from
incestuous relationships.

Thompson explores this theme in

Child of Rage and A Swell-Looking Babe.

These novels have

characters who search for their mother in other women.

They

are obsessed with their mothers, and their obsession leads
back to the abuse they receive as children.

Thompson shows

that their lives are wrecked by the incestual relationship
that they have with their mothers.

Their lives are full of

turmoil because the abuse that has ruined them also attracts
them.

Because of their inability to have a sexual

relationship with their mothers like a normal male/female
relationship, they lash out at the world, ruining the lives
of either women who resemble their mothers or people who
keep them from a relationship with their mothers.

Thompson
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shows that the incestual acts perpetuated by these mothers
both destroy their children's lives and are the reasons
their children, when teenagers, destroy other peop:e's
lives.
Child of Rage is a novel about a black son born to a
white mother.

Both the son and mother have difficulty with

their difference in skin tone; each lashes out at the world
in devastating ways.

While the mother masturbates on him as

a form of punishment for being black, the son makes every
effort to destroy other people's lives in an attempt to make
everyone else as miserable as he is in his life.

Thompson

explores both the mother/son relationship in the novel and
the relationships the son has with females.

He shows that

the son cannot deal with the incestual abuse he receives,
for what repels him also hopelessly attracts him, and he
recreates his relationship with his mother via other girls.
A Swell-Looking Babe is a novel about a sexually
abusive relationship between a mother and son parallel to
the relationship in Child of Rage.

The mother both tempts

her son and turns him away from her, creating a sick desire
within him: nHe wanted the unattainable.

He wanted what he

always wanted-- her" (Thompson, A Swell-Looking Babe 119).
Thompson shows that the child will destroy the lives of
people in a failing attempt to break down the barrier
between the mother/son relationship that inhibits his sexual
fulfillment with her.

Like Allen in Child of Rage, the son

hopelessly searches for what he can never receive by trying
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to find women who match his mother's qualities.

Between

this devastating Oedipal complex and his need to destroy the
lives

~f

people,

finds answers tc the effects a

Tt~mpson

mother's incestual acts can have on her child.
Both Allen in Child of Rage and Dusty in A
Swell-Looking Babe have incestual relationships with their
mothers that leave them empty with desire for someone and
something unattainable.

Their relationships with their

mothers have left them with a deep sense of longing; they
are given a taste of passion, but because of the mother/son
relationship, they never have normal sexual relationships.
As McCauley states about Child of Rage, "Mary Smith.
tortures her son, pretending not to know exactly what has
just occurred . . . Allen desires only his mother-- he is
impotent with any other woman" (266).

She both arouses

Allen's sexual desires and suppresses them with her refusal
to admit or allow Allen to pursue their relationship
further.

Therefore, she creates a great amount of turmoil

within Allen.

Dusty experiences the same thing; his mother

tempts him then backs off.

As she presses her exposed

breast to him, he notes that right as he's "on the doorstep
of the ultimate heaven, the gates clanged shut" (Thompson, A
Swell-Looking Babe 63).

Thompson shows that the mothers in

both novels leave their sons with an initiated longing
because of their incestuous actions towards their sons.
Because of their suppressed desires, both Allen and
Dusty explode against the world.

On one hand, Allen calls
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himself, "an unadulterated,

.999 fine,

24-karat, 180-proof,

100-percent pure son-of-a-bitch" (Thompson, Child of Rage
45-46).

He lures girls into private places, seduces them,

and leaves them longing for the sex he cannot give (87-88).
Allen's torture of these girls is directly related to his
mother's torture of him; she arouses him but will not let
him have sex with her.

On the other hand, Dusty does not

torture girls, but he does feel that his father stands in
the way of his relationship with his mother.

He, in turn,

ruins his father's life by signing his father's name to a
petition that first destroys his social respectability and
later his sense of self worth (Thompson, A Swell-Looking
~

88-89). These children are ruined by the incestual acts

imposed on them; Thompson shows that these teenage boys have
become bitter toward the world because of both the abuse and
their lack of fulfillment with their mothers.
Sexual abuse can be just as devastating outside the
family as inside the family.

Similar to the sexual

exploitation I talk about in chapter two, Faulkner portrays
the sexual abuse of a confused and pregnant teenage girl in
As I Lay Dying, not only showing that a pharmacist will
manipulate her in a state of confusion but also that his
manipulative actions can devastate her.
Dewey Dell's pregnancy has left her confused, for she
knows she does not want a baby, but she does not know what
it takes to get rid of it.

She states that Lafe, "told me I

could get something at the drug store," showing that she
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knows that there is an "it" but not knowing what "it" is
(Faulkner, As I Lay Dying 187).

Robert Dale Parker suggests

that Dewey Dell ''cannot believe she is pregnant, and she
does not want

~o

be pregnant," but she "desperately wants to

regain what she thinks is ordinariness" (43).

Dewey Dell's

inability to come to terms with her pregnancy, because she
wants to be normal, has left her in a confused state; she
does not know what to do but she certainly wants something
done about her problem.
Through the combination of her confusion about her
pregnancy and desperation for wanting to end it, Faulkner
shows that Dewey Dell falls hopelessly into MacGowan's (the
pharmacist) devilish plan to sexually molest her.

Her need

to be ordinary leads to her being naively submissive to
MacGowan's sexual trap that he disguises with the
prescriptive word "operation," coaxing, "You've had the same
operation before" and later taking her "Down in the cellar"
(Faulkner, As I Lay Dying 230-231).

Faulkner not only

reveals the horrors of an adult manipulating a confused
child but he also shows the ease that the adult has in
having sex with a confused child.
In Tobacco Road, Caldwell creates a sexually
dysfunctional world where children are forced to keep up
with the sexual desires of adults.

Jeeter Lester can

neither support his family nor raise his children.

The

children are fools and the grown women are quiet and
submissive.

The Lester family is animalistic in nature,
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selling their children to sex-starved adults.

As Miller

states, "Caldwell describes a world where people have sex
with the thoughtlessness of animalsn (132).

Caldwell

illustrates both the sexual desires of his characters and
the imposition of those desires on children.
With the relationship between Bessie and Dude, Caldwell
shows an adult who is hungry for sex from a young male but
dislikes males her own age.

Bessie's attraction to Jeeter's

son Dude is disguised by her desire to tour the country with
Dude in her new car and preach the word of God to people.
With indirect forwardness, Bessie moves closer and
closer to Dude; his distraction with her new car gives her
the opportunity to sexually fondle him.

Caldwell depicts

the twisted sexual advancement that Bessie makes on Dude as
she gets him to embrace her in a so-called prayer (Caldwell,
Tobacco Road 50).

Her sexual desires, covered by her

religious attitude, allows her to manipulate Dude for her
own sexual pleasure.
While Bessie lusts after Dude, Dude only cares about
her car.

Dude is an innocent fool, and his desire to drive

Bessie's car both leads to his marriage to her and the
unconscious submission of his body to her.

As Joseph Warren

Beach states, "Dude's sole concern is for the noise he can
make blowing the hornn of their new car (187).

Dude's

stupidity opens the door for Bessie to take advantage of
him.

Caldwell shows this adult not only getting her

pleasures from a sexually inexperienced boy but also
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trapping him with marriage, which will keep him within her
grasp.
C2ldwell also 'llustrates :he sexual

rrors imposed on

the child, Pearl, whose parents have forced her to marry
Lov.

As the narrator states,
She slept by herself on a pallet on the floor,
refusing even to let Lov kiss her or touch her
in any way.

Lov nad told her that cows were not

good until they had been freshened, and that the
reason he marries her was because he wanted to
kiss her, feel her long yellow curls and sleep
with her.

(Caldwell, Tobacco Road 9).

Lov does not think that Pearl, a thirteen year old girl,
would be fearful of having to marry a sexually mature man.
He claims that his desires for her are purely physical and
is like a hungry wolf stalking trapped prey.

Through

Pearl's timidly fearful reactions, Caldwell shows that her
child life is being ruined not only because of her parent's
naive release of her to an adult but also because of the
sexual advancements that she fights off and will continue to
fight off in her hopelessly trapped relationship.
While it is vague as to what effect MacGowan's
operation will have on Dewey Dell's future and equally a
mystery what will happen to Pearl, Thompson shows that the
housekeeper's sexual abuse of Lou Ford as a young boy is
foundational in making a physical abuser and killer out of
Lou in The Killer Inside Me.

As an adult, Lou gets
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delirious with his sadomasochistic, sexual relationships,
killing the women when this "sickness" builds up inside him.
The combination of sex and violence comes to a boil with Amy
as Lou narrates,
my fist went back against her spine, and the
flesh closed around it to the waist . . . I got
my hand in front of the blouse, and ripped it
down to the waist.

I jerked the skirt up over

her head, and she jerked and shook all over; and
there was a funny sound like she was trying to
laugh . . . I felt something touch my boot, and I
looked down and it was her hand.

.It moved up

the ankle and the leg . . . then her fingers were
at the top.

(Thompson, The Killer Inside Me 184)

This event is not only violent but also sexually climactic
as Lou releases the "killer inside him."
Thompson shows that Lou's brutal, sexual life is caused
by a housekeeper's sexual abuse of him as a young boy.

As

Polito states, the housekeeper, Helen, is "a discarded
mistress of his father's [who] spiteful transferred their
sadistic games to Dr. Ford's only child," and therefore "a
hunger for ultraviolent mating . . . passed down a chain of
flesh from father to son" (345).

As with Dewey Dell, Lou is

sexually confused, and the sexu&l actions performed on him
make him "sick with fear and shame, terrified,

[and]

aching"; he never gets over Helen's abuse of him, for he
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develops a "sickness," causing him to turn into a human
destroyer (Thompson, The Killer Inside Me 106).
As with Allen in Child of Rage and Dusty in A
Swell-Looking Babe, Lou looks his whole life for what he
will never find with his relationship with women: the
housekeeper.

Their relationship is sadomasochistic, and in

his retelling of the events, he shows that the housekeeper
perpetuates the sick relationship:
"Want to fight, Helene?

Want to learn how to

box. . . ? "
"Oh, I'm tired.
it, darling.

You just hit me . . . you'll like

All the big boys do it . . . " (106)

As Lou grows up, he develops relationships that are
sadomasochistic, patterning after the relationship he has
with the housekeeper.

When these relationships become more

and more serious, he gets a terrible case of the "sickness."
This sickness grows because he cannot grasp the
unattainable: the death of not only the housekeeper but also
the abuse the she has embedded in him.

It builds as he gets

deeper into relationships that resemble the one with the
housekeeper.

As he states of the housekeeper,

She was woman to me; and all womankind bore
her face.

So I could strike back at any of

them, any female, and it ':rould be the same as
striking at her . . . Anyone . . . Any woman who,
even for a

moment became her . . . I'd kill

them . . . I'd keep trying until I did kill them.
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(217)
Thompson makes it clear that the poisoning sexual abuse of
Lou Ford's childhood is directly linked to his

hor~ific

lifestyle as an adult.
These writers depict the horrors children face with
sexually abusive adults.

Thompson even goes one step

further, revealing the after effects of sexual abuse as the
child grows into an adult.

Children may be manipulated

easily by adults, but as these writers illustrate, children
are not what Lov thinks they are in Tobacco Road ("cows"
that have to be "freshened")

(Caldwell 9).

Children are

human beings, yet they are often treated like animals by
sex-starved adults.

These adults poison children's lives

not only initially but they also can devastatingly shape a
child's adult life.
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Past, Present, and Future: Generations of Guilt

And they ?ll lived happily ever after, _
guess, and I guess-- that's-- all.
Yeah, I reckon that's all unless our
kind gets another chance in the Next Place.
Our kind.

Us people.

All of us that started the game with
a crooked cue, that wanted so much and got
so little, that meant so good and did so
bad. . .All of us.
All of us.

(Thompson, The Killer Inside

MB. 244)

The threads of ruined childhood can be traced from
trusting children to adults who demolish that trust with
exploitative, alienating, and abusive behavior.

Children

are vulnerable because they start out with a clean slate;
whatever they are taught sticks with them forever.

The

poisoning of a child's life is such an easy task because the
child is easily molded and manipulated.

The adults who ruin

the lives of children often do not think of what they are
doing to the child.

At times, they do not seem to have a

conception of how their actions will affect the child.
William Faulkner, Erskine Caldwell, and Jim Thompson focus
on children in their writing, and they often illustrate the
horrible lives children can lead.
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Throughout their writings, it is evident that they
focus on how the child deals with the hell in which he or
she lives.

They develop their scenes and characters in an

attempt to clarify

~he

environment that the child lives in.

Whether living in an alienating society or with a father
with no values, these writers concentrate on childhood as
they depict the atrocities that can and do poison the lives
of children.
These horrors of childhood can also be linked to
adulthood, revealing what happens to poisoned children after
they have grown up.

In turn, their adult lives often

reflect, sometimes in horrible ways, the personal hell
people go through as children.

As Robert Polito states of

one of Thompson's purposes in his writings,
Thompson pronounced a negation, a refusal, picking
out-- and picking away at-- a culture of loss,
alienation, hopelessness, and failure.

Against

the suburban utopia of Father Knows Best . . . he
lanced a boil in the American Dream. (338}
People do not live in a utopia, and Thompson, as well as
Caldwell and Faulkner, uncovers the reality that many
children must face as they grow into adults.
Poisoned children turn into adults that often poison
the lives of others.

Adults ars to blame, but the children

who are ruined by these adults often repeat what they have
learned.

The result is generations of guilt.

All three

writers reveal just how bad things can get for children.
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They do not, however, have answers for how to solve these
problems; they can merely present the horrors,

labeling the

people who perpetuate the ruining of children and the levels
of devastation that can result from adult actions.
These writers criticize the hell that children are put
through, and their writing lashes out at the adults
responsible.

Whether it is through Caldwell's plain style,

Faulkner's elegant style, or a crime story by Thompson,
their statements about children are real; children can have
dysfunctional families, dysfunctional growth because of
gender labels, and be subjected to abuse and alienation.
These writers expose the reality for poisoned children,
making clear some of the elements that cause the ruin of so
many lives.
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